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Learning Python 2013-06-12
get a comprehensive in depth introduction to the core python language with this hands on book based on author mark lutz s
popular training course this updated fifth edition will help you quickly write efficient high quality code with python it s an
ideal way to begin whether you re new to programming or a professional developer versed in other languages complete with
quizzes exercises and helpful illustrations this easy to follow self paced tutorial gets you started with both python 2 7 and 3
3 the latest releases in the 3 x and 2 x lines plus all other releases in common use today you ll also learn some advanced
language features that recently have become more common in python code explore python s major built in object types
such as numbers lists and dictionaries create and process objects with python statements and learn python s general syntax
model use functions to avoid code redundancy and package code for reuse organize statements functions and other tools
into larger components with modules dive into classes python s object oriented programming tool for structuring code write
large programs with python s exception handling model and development tools learn advanced python tools including
decorators descriptors metaclasses and unicode processing

Pythonクイックリファレンス 2004-03
pythonのすべてをまとめたリファレンス

Learning Python 2003-12
portable powerful and a breeze to use python is the popular open source object oriented programming language used for
both standalone programs and scripting applications python is considered easy to learn but there s no quicker way to
mastery of the language than learning from an expert teacher this edition of learning python puts you in the hands of two
expert teachers mark lutz and david ascher whose friendly well structured prose has guided many a programmer to
proficiency with the language learning python second edition offers programmers a comprehensive learning tool for python
and object oriented programming thoroughly updated for the numerous language and class presentation changes that have
taken place since the release of the first edition in 1999 this guide introduces the basic elements of the latest release of
python 2 3 and covers new features such as list comprehensions nested scopes and iterators generators beyond language
features this edition of learning python also includes new context for less experienced programmers including fresh
overviews of object oriented programming and dynamic typing new discussions of program launch and configuration options
new coverage of documentation sources and more there are also new use cases throughout to make the application of
language features more concrete the first part of learning python gives programmers all the information they ll need to
understand and construct programs in the python language including types operators statements classes functions modules
and exceptions the authors then present more advanced material showing how python performs common tasks by offering
realapplications and the libraries available for those applications each chapter ends with a series of exercises that will test
your python skills and measure your understanding learning python second edition is a self paced book that allows readers
to focus on the core python language in depth as you work through the book you ll gain a deep and complete understanding
of the python language that will help you to understand the larger application level examples that you ll encounter on your
own if you re interested in learning python and want to do so quickly and efficiently then learning python second edition is
your best choice

PROGRAMMING IN PYTHON 2018-06-06
description this book is meant for wide range of readers who wish to learn the basics of python programming language it can
be helpful for students programmers researchers and software developers the basic concepts of python programming are
dealt in detail the various concepts of python language such as object oriented features operators native data types control
structures functions exception handling file handling etc are discussed in detail with the authentic programming illustration
of each presently python programming is a hot topic among academicians researchers and program developers as a result
the book is designed to give an in depth knowledge of programming in python this book can be used as hand book as well as
a guide for students of all computer science stream at any grade beginning from 10 1 to research in phd to conclude we
hope that the readers will find this book a helpful guide and valuable source of information about python programming
salient features of the book detailed explanation of python programming language concepts detailed comparisons and
differentiation of python language from other most popular languages c c java authentic and extensive set of programming
illustrations in every chapter of the book broad study on all the programming constructs of the python programming
language such as native data types looping decision making exception handling file handling etc broad study of python
object oriented programming features with illustrations numerous review questions and exercises at the end of every
chapter a compact disc containing all the programming codes written in this book is included within the book table of
contents introduction to python languagepython data types and input outputoperators and expressionscontrol
structurespython native data typespython functionspython modulesexception handlingfile management in pythonclasses
and objectsinheritancepython operator overloadingappendix ibibliographyindex
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Mastering Object-Oriented Python 2019-06-14
gain comprehensive insights into programming practices and code portability and reuse to build flexible and maintainable
apps using object oriented principles key featuresextend core oop techniques to increase integration of classes created with
pythonexplore various python libraries for handling persistence and object serializationlearn alternative approaches for
solving programming problems with different attributes to address your problem domainbook description object oriented
programming oop is a relatively complex discipline to master and it can be difficult to see how general principles apply to
each language s unique features with the help of the latest edition of mastering objected oriented python you ll be shown
how to effectively implement oop in python and even explore python 3 x complete with practical examples the book guides
you through the advanced concepts of oop in python and demonstrates how you can apply them to solve complex problems
in oop you will learn how to create high quality python programs by exploring design alternatives and determining which
design offers the best performance next you ll work through special methods for handling simple object conversions and also
learn about hashing and comparison of objects as you cover later chapters you ll discover how essential it is to locate the
best algorithms and optimal data structures for developing robust solutions to programming problems with minimal
computer processing finally the book will assist you in leveraging various python features by implementing object oriented
designs in your programs by the end of this book you will have learned a number of alternate approaches with different
attributes to confidently solve programming problems in python what you will learnexplore a variety of different design
patterns for the init methodlearn to use flask to build a restful web servicediscover solid design patterns and principlesuse
the features of python 3 s abstract basecreate classes for your own applicationsdesign testable code using pytest and
fixturesunderstand how to design context managers that leverage the with statementcreate a new type of collection using
standard library and design techniquesdevelop new number types above and beyond the built in classes of numberswho this
book is for this book is for developers who want to use python to create efficient programs a good understanding of python
programming is required to make the most out of this book knowledge of concepts related to object oriented design patterns
will also be useful

Fluent Python 2017-10
一歩先行くパイソニスタを目指す人のためのpython解説書 pythonはシンプルです 使い方を覚えるのも簡単で生産性を短期間で高めることができます しかしこれは pythonに備わっている豊富な機能のほんの一部し
か使っていないということでもあります 本書では とても有用なのにあまり使われていないpythonの特徴的な機能を活用し効果的で慣用的なpythonコードを書く方法について解説します 読者は pythonicな思考とコー
ディング手法を身につけ コードをより短く より強く より読みやすくする方法を学べます 本書では どうすれば熟練のpython 3プログラマーになれるのかを徹底的に追及します

Python: Master the Art of Design Patterns 2016-09-30
ensure your code is sleek efficient and elegant by mastering powerful python design patterns about this book learn all about
abstract design patterns and how to implement them in python 3 understand the structural creational and behavioral python
design patterns get to know the context and application of design patterns to solve real world problems in software
architecture design and application development discover how to simplify design pattern implementation using the power of
python 3 who this book is for if you have basic python skills and wish to learn in depth how to correctly apply appropriate
design patterns this course is tailor made for you what you will learn discover what design patterns are and how to apply
them to writing python implement objects in python by creating classes and defining methods separate related objects into
a taxonomy of classes and describe the properties and behaviors of those objects via the class interface understand when to
use object oriented features and more importantly when not to use them get to know proven solutions to common design
issues explore the design principles that form the basis of software design such as loose coupling the hollywood principle
and the open close principle among others use structural design patterns and find out how objects and classes interact to
build larger applications improve the productivity and code base of your application using python design patterns secure an
interface using the proxy pattern in detail python is an object oriented scripting language that is used in everything from
data science to web development known for its simplicity python increases productivity and minimizes development time
through applying essential software engineering design patterns to python python code becomes even more efficient and
reusable from project to project this learning path takes you through every traditional and advanced design pattern best
applied to python code building your skills in writing exceptional python divided into three distinct modules you ll go from
foundational to advanced concepts by following a series of practical tutorials start with the bedrock of python programming
the object oriented paradigm rethink the way you work with python as you work through the python data structures and
object oriented techniques essential to modern python programming build your confidence as you learn python syntax and
how to use oop principles with python tools such as django and kivy in the second module run through the most common
and most useful design patterns from a python perspective progress through singleton patterns factory patterns facade
patterns and more all with detailed hands on guidance enhance your professional abilities in in software architecture design
and development in the final module run through the more complex and less common design patterns discovering how to
apply them to python coding with the help of real world examples get to grips with the best practices of writing python as
well as creating systems architecture and troubleshooting issues this learning path combines some of the best that packt
has to offer in one complete curated package it includes content from the following packt products python 3 object oriented
programming second edition by dusty phillips learning python design patterns second edition by chetan giridhar mastering
python design patterns by sakis kasampalis style and approach advance your python code through three distinct modules
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that each build on preceding content get the complete coverage of python design patterns you need to write elegant and
efficient code that s reusable and powerful

Mastering Object-oriented Python 2019
object oriented programming oop is a relatively complex discipline to master and it can be difficult to see how general
principles apply to each language s unique features with the help of the latest edition of mastering objected oriented python
you ll be shown how to effectively implement oop in python and even explore python 3 x complete with practical examples
the book guides you through the advanced concepts of oop in python and demonstrates how you can apply them to solve
complex problems in oop you will learn how to create high quality python programs by exploring design alternatives and
determining which design offers the best performance next you ll work through special methods for handling simple object
conversions and also learn about hashing and comparison of objects as you cover later chapters you ll discover how
essential it is to locate the best algorithms and optimal data structures for developing robust solutions to programming
problems with minimal computer processing finally the book will assist you in leveraging various python features by
implementing object oriented designs in your programs by the end of this book you will have learned a number of alternate
approaches with different attributes to confidently solve programming problems in python

Python 3 Object-oriented Programming 2015-08-20
unleash the power of python 3 objects about this book stop writing scripts and start architecting programs learn the latest
python syntax and libraries a practical hands on tutorial that teaches you all about abstract design patterns and how to
implement them in python 3 who this book is for if you re new to object oriented programming techniques or if you have
basic python skills and wish to learn in depth how and when to correctly apply object oriented programming in python to
design software this is the book for you what you will learn implement objects in python by creating classes and defining
methods separate related objects into a taxonomy of classes and describe the properties and behaviors of those objects via
the class interface extend class functionality using inheritance understand when to use object oriented features and more
importantly when not to use them discover what design patterns are and why they are different in python uncover the
simplicity of unit testing and why it s so important in python grasp common concurrency techniques and pitfalls in python 3
exploit object oriented programming in key python technologies such as kivy and django object oriented programming
concurrently with asyncio in detail python 3 is more versatile and easier to use than ever it runs on all major platforms in a
huge array of use cases coding in python minimizes development time and increases productivity in comparison to other
languages clean maintainable code is easy to both read and write using python s clear concise syntax object oriented
programming is a popular design paradigm in which data and behaviors are encapsulated in such a way that they can be
manipulated together many modern programming languages utilize the powerful concepts behind object oriented
programming and python is no exception starting with a detailed analysis of object oriented analysis and design you will use
the python programming language to clearly grasp key concepts from the object oriented paradigm this book fully explains
classes data encapsulation inheritance polymorphism abstraction and exceptions with an emphasis on when you can use
each principle to develop well designed software you ll get an in depth analysis of many common object oriented design
patterns that are more suitable to python s unique style this book will not just teach python syntax but will also build your
confidence in how to program you will also learn how to create maintainable applications by studying higher level design
patterns following this you ll learn the complexities of string and file manipulation and how python distinguishes between
binary and textual data not one but two very powerful automated testing systems will be introduced in the book after you
discover the joy of unit testing and just how easy it can be you ll study higher level libraries such as database connectors
and gui toolkits and learn how they uniquely apply object oriented principles you ll learn how these principles will allow you
to make greater use of key members of the python eco system such as django and kivy this new edition includes all the
topics that made python 3 object oriented programming an instant packt classic it s also packed with updated content to
reflect recent changes in the core python library and covers modern third party packages that were not available on the
python 3 platform when the book was first published style and approach throughout the book you will learn key object
oriented programming techniques demonstrated by comprehensive case studies in the context of a larger project

Pythonクローリング&スクレイピング 2019-08-23
pythonによるクローラー スクレイパー開発が基礎からわかる 複雑なデータへの対処や運用 分析など実践ノウハウを紹介 強力なライブラリ フレームワークによる高効率開発 webデータ収集 解析の技法を基礎から実用まで
徹底解説

オブジェクト指向JavaScript 2012-04
プロトタイプベースのオブジェクト指向を理解 初級技術者向け
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Pythonチュートリアル 2007-09
python入門者の必読書

Python Programming Advanced 2019-10-16
do you wish to develop further your journey to becoming an expert python programmer and achieve your goals are you
looking to refine your python programming skills and build professional grade applications if so then your search ends here
learning new skills is a process made from two big components the first one is just your own will to learn and the second one
is a good source of information and lucky for you you ve come to the right place python is a dynamic programming language
that due to its simple but efficient nature is used in a wide range of domains while writing python code is easy it is
challenging to make it readable reusable and easy to maintain this third edition on expert python programming will help you
overcome this challenge complete with best practices necessary and useful tools and standards applied by experienced
python developers in addition to learning how to implement principles from different programming paradigms including
object oriented programming functional programming and event driven programming you can learn the specialized
components of python syntax by the end of the book you will have become an expert in writing efficient and maintainable
python code what you will learn getting up to speed with automated ways of deploying your software on remote servers
create useful python extensions with c c cython and cffi studying about code management tools writing clear documentation
and exploring test driven development which will help you write clean code explore modern ways of setting up repeatable
and consistent development environments package python code effectively for community and production use learn modern
syntax elements of python programming such as f strings enums and lambda functions write concurrent code in python
extend and integrate python with code written in different languages and so much more there are countless books on the
market on this topic promising better understanding of the subject and immeasurable success but this carefully sought out
guide will teach you the advanced concepts you most definitely need so you can be on your way to becoming a master of
the python programming language becoming a python expert takes time but over time you ll master this beautiful
programming language it s worth it now then what are you waiting for scroll up and click on the buy now button and unleash
the python programmer in you today

Data-Oriented Programming 2022-09-27
eliminate the unavoidable complexity of object oriented designs the innovative data oriented programming paradigm makes
your systems less complex by making it simpler to access and manipulate data in data oriented programming you will learn
how to separate code from data represent data with generic data structures manipulate data with general purpose functions
manage state without mutating data control concurrency in highly scalable systems write data oriented unit tests specify the
shape of your data benefit from polymorphism without objects debug programs without a debugger data oriented
programming is a one of a kind guide that introduces the data oriented paradigm this groundbreaking approach represents
data with generic immutable data structures it simplifies state management eases concurrency and does away with the
common problems you ll find in object oriented code the book presents powerful new ideas through conversations code
snippets and diagrams that help you quickly grok what s great about dop best of all the paradigm is language agnostic you ll
learn to write dop code that can be implemented in javascript ruby python clojure and also in traditional oo languages like
java or c forewords by michael t nygard and ryan singer about the technology code that combines behavior and data as is
common in object oriented designs can introduce almost unmanageable complexity for state management the data oriented
programming dop paradigm simplifies state management by holding application data in immutable generic data structures
and then performing calculations using non mutating general purpose functions your applications are free of state related
bugs and your code is easier to understand and maintain about the book data oriented programming teaches you to design
software using the groundbreaking data oriented paradigm you ll put dop into action to design data models for business
entities and implement a library management system that manages state without data mutation the numerous diagrams
intuitive mind maps and a unique conversational approach all help you get your head around these exciting new ideas every
chapter has a lightbulb moment that will change the way you think about programming what s inside separate code from
data represent data with generic data structures manage state without mutating data control concurrency in highly scalable
systems write data oriented unit tests specify the shape of your data about the reader for programmers who have
experience with a high level programming language like javascript java python c clojure or ruby about the author
yehonathan sharvit has over twenty years of experience as a software engineer he blogs speaks at conferences and leads
data oriented programming workshops around the world table of contents part 1 flexibility 1 complexity of object oriented
programming 2 separation between code and data 3 basic data manipulation 4 state management 5 basic concurrency
control 6 unit tests part 2 scalability 7 basic data validation 8 advanced concurrency control 9 persistent data structures 10
database operations 11 services part 3 maintainability 12 advanced data validation 13 polymorphism 14 advanced data
manipulation 15 debugging
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入門Python3 2021-03
プログラミング初心者向けpython入門書 5年ぶりの改訂版でpython3 9 0に対応 新機能追加でボリュームアップ

Game Programming Patterns 2015-09-24
開発経験に基づくパターン実践の極意 パターン誕生の背景 エッセンス 適用条件 サンプルを解説 ゲームプログラミングを含むソフトウェア開発の現場で デザインパターンをより的確に利用するための解説書 著者は 米国大手ゲー
ム会社エレクトロニック アーツでゲーム開発に従事 その経験に基づき gofや著者独自のパターンについて考察 より容易に変更できる洗練されたアーキテクチャ ゲームに求められる実行速度といった視点を重視しつつ 幅広く応用
できるパターンやゲーム必須のパターンを取り上げています 本書は gameprogrammingpatterns の翻訳書です 米国アマゾンで60以上のレビューを集め その9割が星5つと評価されています 2015年8
月 以下 本書イントロダクションより抜粋 私がこの本で提供したいのは 解決策のメニューのようなものです この本の各々の章では 単独でコードに適応可能なアイデアを解説しています 役立つものをメニューから選んで組み合わせ
ることができます 発行 インプレス

ECOOP '96 - Object-Oriented Programming 1996-06-26
this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 10th european conference on object oriented programming ecoop 96
held in linz austria in july 1996 the 21 full papers included in revised version were selected from a total of 173 submissions
based on technical quality and originality criteria the papers reflect the most advanced issues in the field of object oriented
programming and cover a wide range of current topics including applications programming languages implementation
specification distribution databases and design

イラストでわかるDockerとKubernetes 2020-12
イラストでdockerやkubernetesを直観的に理解 dockerとkubernetesがコンピュータの中で どのように動いているのか その仕組みを著者自らが描いたイラストで徹底解説 明解に視覚化されることで 新
しい概念がわかり この技術の本質がわかり itが導くビジネスの未来がわかる

Advances in Object-Oriented Database Systems 2013-11-09
object oriented database management systems oodbmss have generated significant excitement in the database community
in the last decade this interest stems from a real need for data management support for what are called advanced
application areas that are not well served by relational technology the case for object oriented technology has been made on
three fronts first is the data modeling requirements of the new applications some of the more important shortcomings of the
relational systems in meeting the requirements of these applications include 1 relational systems deal with a single object
type a relation a relation is used to model different real world objects but the semantics of this association is not part of the
database furthermore the attributes of a relation may come only from simple and fixed data type domains numeric
character and sometimes date types advanced applications require explicit storage and manipulation of more abstract types
e g images design documents and the ability for the users to define their own application specific types therefore a rich type
system supporting user defined abstract types is required 2 the relational model structures data in a relatively simple and
flat manner non traditional applications require more complex object structures with nested objects e g a vehicle object
containing an engine object

Object-oriented Software for Manufacturing Systems 2012-12-06
i must confess that i stumbled upon the object oriented 00 world view during my explorations into the world of artificial
intelligence ai in search of a new solution to the problem of building computer integrated manufacturing systems cim in 00
computing i found the constructs to model the manufacturing enterprise in terms of information a resource that is common
to all activities in an organization it offered a level of modularity and the coupling binding neces sary for fostering integration
without placing undue restrictions on what the individual applications can do the implications of 00 computing are more
extensive than just being a vehicle for manufacturing applications leaders in the field such as brad cox see it introducing a
paradigm shift that will change our world gradually but as radically as the industrial revolution changed manufacturing
however it must be borne in mind that simply using an object oriented language or environment does not in itself ensure
success in one s applications it requires a different way of thinking design discipline techniques and tools to exploit what the
technology has to offer in other words it calls for a paradigm shift as defined by kuhn in the structure of scientific revolution
a classic text in the history of science

エキスパートPythonプログラミング改訂4版 2023-07-21
進化し続けるpythonの最新プログラミング環境を徹底解説
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Object-Oriented Technology. ECOOP '98 Workshop Reader 2003-07-31
at the time of writing mid october 1998 we can look back at what has been a very successful ecoop 98 despite the time of
the year in the middle of what is traditionally regarded as a holiday period ecoop 98 was a record breaker in terms of
number of participants over 700 persons found their way to the campus of the brussels free university to participate in a
wide range of activities this 3rd ecoop workshop reader reports on many of these activities it contains a careful selection of
the input and a cautious summary of the outcome for the numerous discussions that happened during the workshops
demonstrations and posters as such this book serves as an excellent snapshot of the state of the art in the field of object
oriented programming about the diversity of the submissions a workshop reader is by its very nature quite diverse in the
topics covered as well as in the form of its contributions this reader is not an exception to this rule as editors we have given
the respective organizers much freedom in their choice of presentation because we feel form follows content this explains
the diversity in the types of reports as well as in their lay out

Python 3 Object-Oriented Programming. 2018-10-30
uncover modern python with this guide to python data structures design patterns and effective object oriented techniques
key features in depth analysis of many common object oriented design patterns that are more suitable to python s unique
style learn the latest python syntax and libraries explore abstract design patterns and implement them in python 3 8 book
descriptionobject oriented programming oop is a popular design paradigm in which data and behaviors are encapsulated in
such a way that they can be manipulated together this third edition of python 3 object oriented programming fully explains
classes data encapsulation and exceptions with an emphasis on when you can use each principle to develop well designed
software starting with a detailed analysis of object oriented programming you will use the python programming language to
clearly grasp key concepts from the object oriented paradigm you will learn how to create maintainable applications by
studying higher level design patterns the book will show you the complexities of string and file manipulation and how python
distinguishes between binary and textual data not one but two very powerful automated testing systems unittest and pytest
will be introduced in this book you ll get a comprehensive introduction to python s concurrent programming ecosystem by
the end of the book you will have thoroughly learned object oriented principles using python syntax and be able to create
robust and reliable programs confidently what you will learn implement objects in python by creating classes and defining
methods grasp common concurrency techniques and pitfalls in python 3 extend class functionality using inheritance
understand when to use object oriented features and more importantly when not to use them discover what design patterns
are and why they are different in python uncover the simplicity of unit testing and why it s so important in python explore
concurrent object oriented programming who this book is for if you re new to object oriented programming techniques or if
you have basic python skills and wish to learn in depth how and when to correctly apply oop in python this is the book for
you if you are an object oriented programmer for other languages or seeking a leg up in the new world of python 3 8 you too
will find this book a useful introduction to python previous experience with python 3 is not necessary

PHP Objects, Patterns, and Practice 2016
demystifies object oriented programming and lays out how to use it to design truly secure and performant applications
charles soetan plum io key features dozens of techniques for writing object oriented code that s easy to read reuse and
maintain write code that other programmers will instantly understand design rules for constructing objects changing and
exposing state and more examples written in an instantly familiar pseudocode that s easy to apply to java python c and any
object oriented language purchase of the print book includes a free ebook in pdf kindle and epub formats from manning
publications about the book well written object oriented code is easy to read modify and debug elevate your coding style by
mastering the universal best practices for object design presented in this book these clearly presented rules which apply to
any oo language maximize the clarity and durability of your codebase and increase productivity for you and your team in
object design style guide veteran developer matthias noback lays out design rules for constructing objects defining methods
and much more all examples use instantly familiar pseudocode so you can follow along in the language you prefer you ll go
case by case through important scenarios and challenges for object design and then walk through a simple web application
that demonstrates how different types of objects can work together effectively what you will learn universal design rules for
a wide range of objects best practices for testing objects a catalog of common object types changing and exposing state test
your object design skills with exercises this book is written for for readers familiar with an object oriented language and
basic application architecture about the author matthias noback is a professional web developer with nearly two decades of
experience he runs his own web development training and consultancy company called noback s office table of contents 1
programming with objects a primer 2 creating services 3 creating other objects 4 manipulating objects 5 using objects 6
retrieving information 7 performing tasks 8 dividing responsibilities 9 changing the behavior of services 10 a field guide to
objects 11 epilogue

Object Design Style Guide 2020-01-14
the area of computer graphics is characterized by rapid evolution new techniques in hardware and software developments e
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g new rendering methods have led to new ap plications and broader acceptance of graphics in fields such as scientific
visualization multi media applications computer aided design and virtual reality systems the evolving functionality and the
growing complexity of graphics algorithms and sys tems make it more difficult for the application programmer to take full
advantage of these systems conventional programming methods are no longer suited to manage the increasing complexity
so new programming paradigms and system architectures are re quired one important step in this direction is the
introduction and use of object oriented methods intuition teils us that visible graphical entities are objects and experience
has indeed shown that object oriented software techniques are quite useful for graphics the expressiveness of object
oriented languages compared to pure procedurallanguages gives the graphics application programmer much better support
when transforming his mental intentions into computer code moreover object oriented software development is a weil
founded technology allowing software to be built from reusable and extensible compo nents this book contains selected
reviewed and thoroughly revised vers ions of papers submit ted to and presented at the fourth eurographies workshops on
object oriented graphics held on may 9 11 1994 in sintra portugal

Object-Oriented and Mixed Programming Paradigms 2012-12-06
思いを確実に伝え 親密な人間関係を築く秘訣を ベテランの結婚カウンセラーが具体的に解説します

愛を伝える5つの方法 2007-09-01
object oriented concepts are particularly applicable to computer graphics in its broadest sense including interaction image
synthesis animation and computer aided design the use of object oriented techniques in computer graphics is a widely
acknowledged way of dealing with the complexities encountered in graphics systems but the field of object oriented
graphics oog is still young and full of problems this book reports on latest advances in this field and discusses how the
discipline of oog is being explored and developed the topics covered include object oriented constraint programming object
oriented modeling of graphics applications to handle complexity object oriented techniques for developing user interfaces
and 3d modeling and rendering

Object-Oriented Programming for Graphics 2012-12-06
this volume contains the proceedings of the third international conference on deductive and object oriented databases its
central tenet is that the object oriented and deductive paradigms for modeling organizing and processing data complement
each other rather than competing and that problems involving massive volumes of complex data can best be solved by
integrating the best of both approaches central questions in the area are how do we design a tool that presents the best of
the object oriented and declarative ideas how can the users of this tool express their problems in a combination of
declarative and procedural features the volume includes 29 papers that contribute towards answering these questions

Deductive and Object-Oriented Databases 1993-11-16
this is a textbook for a course in object oriented software engineering at advanced undergraduate and graduate levels as
well as for software engineers it contains more than 120 exercises of diverse complexity the book discusses fundamental
concepts and terminology on object oriented software development assuming little background on software engineering and
emphasizes design and maintenance rather than programming it also presents up to date and easily understood
methodologies and puts forward a software life cycle model which explicitly encourages reusability during software
development and maintenance

Object-Oriented Software: Design and Maintenance 1996-09-09
this is a comprehensive hands on guide to c programming but one that doesn t assume you ve programmed before people
familiar with earlier programming or another structured programming language will have an easier time and can move
through the early chapters quickly the book will show you how to write sophisticated programs that take full advantages of c
s exciting and powerful object oriented nature you will start as a beginner and when you have finished this book you will
have moved far along the road to c mastery

Object-oriented Programming C++ Simplified 200?
the real world guide to enterprise class python development the right way to write python using modularization toolkits
frameworks abstract data types and object oriented techniques includes more than 20 proven object oriented patterns for
large scale python development detailed coverage of persistence concurrent programming metaprogramming functional
programming and more python isn t just a tool for creating short scripts and simple prototypes its advantages are equally
compelling in large scale development in this book thomas christopher shows developers the best ways to write large
programs with python introducing powerful design patterns that deliver unprecedented levels of robustness scalability and
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reuse python programming patterns teaches both the python programming language and how to program in the large in
python using object oriented techniques thomas christopher demonstrates how to write python code that leverages
programming in the large software structuring techniques including modularization toolkits frameworks abstract data types
and especially object orientation he presents more than 20 powerful object oriented design patterns for python including
creational structural and behavior patterns the book includes detailed coverage of key topics such as persistence concurrent
programming and metaprogramming python s term for reflection or introspection christopher also presents useful fun

Python Programming Patterns 2002
earlier two editions of this practice oriented book have been well accepted over the past decade by students teachers and
professionals inspired by the avid response the author is enthused to bring out the third edition improving upon the concepts
with glimpses of c 11 features this book presents a unique blending of c as one of the most widely used programming
languages of today in the backdrop of object oriented programming oop paradigm and modelling along with an overview of c
programming and basic object oriented oo concepts it also provides the standard and advanced features of c for further
study the text establishes the philosophy of oop by highlighting the core features of c and demonstrating the semantic
differences between the procedural paradigm of c and the object oriented paradigm of c the present edition updates and
elaborates on the following topics reference data types inline functions parameter passing passing pointers by value as well
as by reference polymorphism overloading and overriding lambda expressions and anonymous functions rvalue reference
move constructor and assignment operator phases of software development uml primarily intended as a text for
undergraduate and postgraduate students of engineering computer applications and management and also to practicing
professionals the book should also prove to be a stimulating study as a reference for all those who have a keen interest in
the subject

C++ AND OBJECT-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING PARADIGM 2014-10-01
why another book on c and why programming and graphics anyone who has browsed through the computing section of a
bookshop assuming it has one will not need much convincing that there are a lot of c books out there so why add yet
another to the shelf this book attempts to introduce you to the c language via computer graphics because the object
oriented programming features of c naturally lend themselves to graphics thus this book is based around a central theme
computer graphics and the development of real object oriented tools for graphical modelling this approach is adopted as
opposed to learning by small unrelated often hypothetical examples because i didn t want to introduce c as a collection
oflanguage features while introducing the syntax and features of c it is just as important to demonstrate simultaneously the
reason for such features and when to apply them in otherwords language and design are given equal priority also a key
objective in writing this book is to present you with a comprehensive introductory text on programming in the c language

An Introduction to Object-Oriented Programming in C++ 2012-12-06
a comprehensive guide to exploring modern python through data structures design patterns and effective object oriented
techniques key features build an intuitive understanding of object oriented design from introductory to mature programs
learn the ins and outs of python syntax libraries and best practices examine a machine learning case study at the end of
each chapter book description object oriented programming oop is a popular design paradigm in which data and behaviors
are encapsulated in such a way that they can be manipulated together python object oriented programming fourth edition
dives deep into the various aspects of oop python as an oop language common and advanced design patterns and hands on
data manipulation and testing of more complex oop systems these concepts are consolidated by open ended exercises as
well as a real world case study at the end of every chapter newly written for this edition all example code is now compatible
with python 3 9 syntax and has been updated with type hints for ease of learning steven and dusty provide a comprehensive
illustrative tour of important oop concepts such as inheritance composition and polymorphism and explain how they work
together with python s classes and data structures to facilitate good design in addition the book also features an in depth
look at python s exception handling and how functional programming intersects with oop two very powerful automated
testing systems unittest and pytest are introduced the final chapter provides a detailed discussion of python s concurrent
programming ecosystem by the end of the book you will have a thorough understanding of how to think about and apply
object oriented principles using python syntax and be able to confidently create robust and reliable programs what you will
learn implement objects in python by creating classes and defining methods extend class functionality using inheritance use
exceptions to handle unusual situations cleanly understand when to use object oriented features and more importantly when
not to use them discover several widely used design patterns and how they are implemented in python uncover the
simplicity of unit and integration testing and understand why they are so important learn to statically type check your
dynamic code understand concurrency with asyncio and how it speeds up programs who this book is for if you are new to
object oriented programming techniques or if you have basic python skills and wish to learn how and when to correctly apply
oop principles in python this is the book for you moreover if you are an object oriented programmer coming from other
languages or seeking a leg up in the new world of python you will find this book a useful introduction to python minimal
previous experience with python is necessary
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Python Object-Oriented Programming 2021-07-02
注目度の高い次世代のプログラミング言語rustの日本では初めての書籍

プログラミングRust 2018-08
build sophisticated web applications by mastering the art of object oriented javascript about this book learn popular object
oriented programming oop principles and design patterns to build robust apps implement object oriented concepts in a wide
range of frontend architectures capture objects from real world elements and create object oriented code that represents
them learn the latest es6 features and how to test and debug issues with javascript code using various modern mechanisms
who this book is for javascript developers looking to enhance their web developments skills by learning object oriented
programming what you will learn get acquainted with the basics of javascript language constructs along with object oriented
programming and its application learn to build scalable server application in javascript using node js generate instances in
three programming languages python javascript and c work with a combination of access modifiers prefixes properties fields
attributes and local variables to encapsulate and hide data master dom manipulation cross browser strategies and es6
identify and apply the most common design patterns such as singleton factory observer model view controller and mediator
patterns design applications using a modular architecture based on solid principles in detail javascript is the behavior the
third pillar in today s paradigm that looks at web pages as something that consists of content html presentation css and
behavior javascript using javascript you can create interactive web pages along with desktop widgets browser and
application extensions and other pieces of software object oriented programming which is popularly known as oop is
basically based on the concept of objects rather than actions the first module will help you master javascript and build
futuristic web applications you will start by getting acquainted with the language constructs and how to organize code easily
you develop concrete understanding of variable scoping loops and best practices on using types and data structures as well
as the coding style and recommended code organization patterns in javascript the book will also teach you how to use
arrays and objects as data structures by the end of the book you will understand how reactive javascript is going to be the
new paradigm the second module is an easy to follow course which includes hands on examples of solutions to common
problems with object oriented code it will help to identify objects from real life scenarios to protect and hide data with the
data encapsulation features of python javascript and c you will discover the advantage of duck typing in both python and
javascript while you work with interfaces and generics in c with a fair understanding of interfaces multiple inheritance and
composition you will move on to refactor existing code and to organize your source for easy maintenance and extension the
third module takes you through all the in depth and exciting futures hidden behind the facade you should read through this
course if you want to be able to take your javascript skills to a new level of sophistication style and approach this course is a
comprehensive guide where each chapter consists of best practices constructive advice and few easy to follow examples
that will build up your skills as you advance through the book get object oriented with this course which takes you on a
journey to get acquainted with few useful hands on tools features and ways to enhance your productivity using oop
techniques it will also act as a reference guide with useful examples on resolving problems with object oriented code in
python javascript and c

Javascript: Object Oriented Programming 2016-08-31
this volume constitutes the proceedings of the sixth european conference on object oriented programming ecoop held in
utrecht the netherlands june 29 july 3 1992 since the french initiative to organize the first conference in paris ecoop has
been a very successful forum for discussing the state of the art of object orientation ecoop has been able to attract papers of
a high scientific quality as well as high quality experience papers describing the pros and cons of using object orientation in
practice this duality between theory and practice within object orientation makes a good example of experimental computer
science the volume contains 24 papers including two invited papers and 22 papers selected by the programme committee
from 124 submissions each submitted paper was reviewed by 3 4 people and the selection of papers was based only on the
quality of the papers themselves

ECOOP '92. European Conference on Object-Oriented Programming
1992-06-16
requirements modeling and coding attempts to bridge the gap between modeling and coding and serves the growing trend
of agile development better than existing textbooks in the area instead of using toy tools to create modeling and coding
examples the author teaches ibm rational rhapsody as a modeling tool and microsoft visual c as a programming tool c is the
purest object oriented programming language and the best tool for developing graphical user interfaces while rhapsody is a
visual development environment that real software developers use to create real time or embedded systems this book
serves as a text for a capstone course on systems analysis and design in information systems programs it conceptualizes
business objects and functions develops business models and software architectures and enriches the models and the
architectures by storyboarding use cases along with user interface designs instructor s resources are provided for free to
instructors who adopt the book as textbook please send your request to sales wspc com
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Object-oriented Analysis of a Near Real-time Marine Environmental Data
Acquisition and Reporting System 1996

Requirements Modeling And Coding: An Object-oriented Approach
2020-10-20
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